
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

This  program  will  use  student's  grade  data  of  department  informatics

engineering  at  Soegijapranata  Catholic  University.  The data  consist  of  student

number (nim), subject code, grade, year and semester. The student's grade data is

a CSV file, all of the data will be read and store in linkedlist. In one node there

will be another linkedlist called sublink. The data that will be stored in a nodelink

are year,  semester,  and subject code.  While the sublink store student's  number

(nim) and grade. 

All  the  data  will  be  process  with  statistic  formulas,  there  are  mean,

median, mode, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis. Besides that formula

this program is facilitated with graph visualization, it will represent the raw data

into graph visualization. One of the statistic formula that will used in this program

are  skewness.  Skewness  is  to  measure  the  tilt  of  the  data.  This  is  code  for

skewness formula :

1. float skewness(Linkedlist1 *nodes,subl *abc, subl1 *bcd){
2. int n=0, i,j;
3. float data[100], deviasi=0.0f, std_dev;
4. float sum=0.0f, mean, sisa, median, temp1, temp2, skewness;
5. Node *p=nodes->head1;
6. nodeArr *z = abc->head;
7. nodeArr1 *aaa = bcd->head;
8. Node *temp3= NULL;
9. while (p != NULL) {
10. if(aaa->getTahun()==p->getYear()&& aaa->getSw()=="1"){
11. temp3 = p;
12. int x = 0;
13. cout<<temp3->getYear()<<""<<temp3->getSemester()<<" ";
14. abc→CaridanTampil(temp3→getSubject())<< endl;
15. Linked_sub *hc = temp3->head_sub;
16. Sublink *childs = hc->head;
17. while (childs != NULL) {
18. data[x] = convert(childs->getGrade());
19. sum += data[x];
20. n++;
21. childs = childs->getNext();   
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22. x++;      
23. }
24. mean = sum/(float)n;
25. for (int i=0;i<n;i++){           
26. deviasi += (data[i] - mean) * (data[i] - mean) ;
27. }
28. std_dev = sqrt(deviasi/(n-1));
29. for(int i = 0; i<n; i++){
30. for(int j=(i+1); j<n; j++){
31. if(data[i]>data[j]){
32. int tmp;
33. tmp=data[i];
34. data[i]=data[j];
35. data[j]=tmp;
36. }
37. }
38. }
39. sisa=n%2;
40. if (sisa==0)
41. {
42. median=(data[n/2-1]+data[n/2])/2;
43. }
44. else
45. {
46. median=data[n/2];
47. }
48. temp1= 3*(median-mean);
49. skewness= temp1/std_dev;
50. cout << "Skewness : "<< skewness<<endl;
51. cout << "Analisis : ";
52. if(skewness == 3){
53. cout << "normal data"<< "\n || "<<"<br>" <<endl;
54. }
55. else if(skewness > 3){
56. cout << "positive data"<< "\n || "<<"<br>" <<endl;
57. }
58. else{
59. cout << "negative data"<< "\n || "<<"<br>" <<endl;
60. }
61. deviasi=0.0f;
62. sum=0.0f;
63. n=0;
64. p = p->getNext();
65. }
66. else{
67. p = p->getNext();
68. }
69. }
70. }

From  the  code  above,  in  first  line  is  to  declare  function  with  name

skewness with float type of data. This function have 3 parameter, there are nodes
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with Linkedlist1 type of data, abc with subl type of data and bcd with subl1 type

of data. In line 2-8 that are to declare a variable that have different type of data.

In line 9 is to looping, when p is not empty this program will looping and

run the code in line 10-69. The code in line 10 is to give condition, if data that

input by user is same with data student's grade that stored in nodelink then this

program will run the code in line 11-65. And if data that input by user is not same

with data student's grade that stored in nodelink then this program will run the

code in line 66-68. 

In line 11-16 is to declare variable with different type of data and show the

year,  semester,  and subject  that  have choosen by user before.  In  line 17 is  to

looping,  when  variable  childs  with  Sublink  type  of  data  that  stored  head  of

head_sub with Node type of data is not empty this program will run the code in

line 18-23.

In line 18 is to convert grade from alphabet into number. In line 19-24 is

code to calculate mean formula, in line 25-28 is to calculate standard deviation

formula, in line 29-48 is to calculate median formula, and in line 49 is to calculate

skewness formula. After the skewness is calculated, then in line 50-60 is to show

and analyze the result from the skewness.

In line 61-65 is to set variable and get the next data in nodelink, and in line

66-68 is to get the next in nodelink until the condition in line 10 is matching.

This  program is  used C++ programming language combined with  CGI

(Common  Gateway  Interface)  programming  language.  The  C++  programming

language is used to process all the data and the CGI programming language is

used to create user interface in browser. This program is facilitated with graph

visualization, to create the graph this program use C++ combined with CGI and

Javascript programming language. This is the code for create and draw graph :

1. cout << "Content-type:text/html\r\n\r\n";
2. cout << "<!doctype html>\n";
3. cout << "<html>\n";
4. cout << "<head>\n";
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5. cout << "<script type='text/javascript'>\n";
6. cout << "window.onload = function () {\n";
7. cout<<"var chart= new CanvasJS.Chart('chartContainer', {\n";
8. cout << "data: [ \n";        
9. cout << "{\n";
10. cout << "type: 'line',\n";
11. cout << "dataPoints: [ \n";
12. Linkedlist1 flo = Linkedlist1();
13. ifstream a;
14. a.open("/opt/lampp/cgi-bin/c+

+/flo/data/T_HSLSTUDI2.csv");
15. string hasil;
16. getline(a,hasil);
17. int stop3 =0;
18. string b[11];
19. string token;
20. while (!a.eof() && stop3 < 100){
21. getline(a,hasil);
22. stringstream ss(hasil);
23. int i =0;
24. while(getline(ss,token,'"')&&getline(ss, token, '"')){
25. b[i]=token;
26. i++;
27. }
28. flo.add1(b[0],b[1],b[3],b[2],b[4]);
29. }
30. Node *p = flo.head1;
31. int stop4=0;
32. while(stop4 < 100){
33. Linked_sub *hc = p->head_sub;
34. Sublink *childs = hc->head;
35. if(childs != NULL){
36. cout << "{ label: '" << childs->getNim() <<"', y:"<< 

convert(childs->getGrade()) <<" },\n";
37. childs = childs->getNext();
38. }
39. p = p->getNext();
40. stop4 ++;
41. }
42. cout << "]\n";
43. cout << "}\n";
44. cout << "]\n";
45. cout <<"});\n";
46. cout << "chart.render();\n";
47. cout << "}\n";
48. cout << "</script>\n";
49. cout<<"<scripttype='text/javascript'src='https://canva

sjs.com/assets/script/canvasjs.min.js'></script>\n";
50. cout << "</head>\n";
51. cout << "<body>\n";
52. cout  <<  "<div  id='chartContainer'  style='height:  

300px; width: 100%;'></div>\n";
53. cout << "</body>\n";
54. cout << "</html>\n";

https://canva/
https://canva/
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55. };

From  the  code  above  in  line  1-55  is  code  with  HTML programming

language. In line 5-49 is code with Javascript, the graph is create in this line. In

line 12-41 is code with C++, this code is used to read and get data from CSV and

store to nodelink. After the data are stored in nodelink, then in line 36 is code to

get data from nodelink to represent into graph visualization.

5.2 Testing

In illustration above is show user interface in browser. User can choose

year or semester or subject that will calculate with statistic formulas, after user

choose it then user can choose the statistic formula that already provided in this

user interface. Besides that this user interface is have graph menu, this menu is

used to represent the raw data into graph visualization. In table below will show

the testing and explanation about the data and menu that choosen before.

Table 1: Testing Table

Testing Explanation

User  choose  year  or  semester  or  subject
and statistic formula to calculate.

This  program  will  read  the  data  from
linkedlist which is stored the same year or
semester or subject with the user choosen
before,  then  this  program  will  call  the
function  that  calculate  the  formula  that
choosen. After that this program will show

Illustration 11: User Interface
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the  result  of  the  statistic  formula
calculation  and  analyze  the  result  if
formula  that  choosen  is  skewness  or
kurtosis.  This  program  is  used  C++
programming language and CGI to connect
this program into web page.

User choose graph menu. This  program  will  read  the  data  from
linkedlist  and  represent  those  data  with
graph  visualization  with  C++  and
Javascript programming language and CGI
to connect this program into web page.

In illustration below show that user choose year and semester and subject 
which will use to calculate with skewness formula. After that this program will 
show the result and analysis from this data. 

The result will show in illustration below.

Illustration 12: Main Menu

Illustration 13: Skewness Result
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Besides that fitur, this program can represent the raw data into a graph

visualization. User can choose graphics menu and this program will represent the

raw data into graph visualization like illustration below.

In that graph, the horizontal line is student number (nim) and the vertical

line is student's grade.

Illustration 14: Graph
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